THE CASE FOR DIESEL

MAXTORQUE™ DIESEL MOWERS: DIESEL DONE RIGHT
Today's business environment is changing rapidly. Maximizing productivity and controlling operating costs are critical to remaining profitable, but stricter emissions regulations are prompting landscape professionals to consider alternative fuels to balance equipment performance and compliance.

Certainly, the three most popular fuel choices – gasoline, diesel and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) – merit close scrutiny to determine which provides the highest level of cost-effective performance in commercial landscape applications. Yet, of these options, Clean Diesel continues to compare more favorably, as the evidence in this paper will demonstrate.

When The Grasshopper Company introduced the industry’s first liquid-cooled diesel-powered zero-turn riding mower in 1983, it was with the firm belief that diesel provided superior power and performance compared to other fuel alternatives, particularly in comparison to previous experience with LPG. Today’s Clean Diesel retains that power and performance while adding a substantial reduction in emissions that meet or, in most cases, exceed regulatory limits.

However, fuel type is only part of the equation. While the case for Clean Diesel as a fuel choice is compelling, it is equally important that the right combination of engine and mower design be used to maximize performance in commercial mowing applications.

Grasshopper MaxTorque™ diesel MidMount™ and FrontMount™ mowers are uniquely designed to take advantage of Clean Diesel’s many benefits. We call it “Diesel Done Right,” and we remain committed to harnessing the right balance of engine and mower to help you, as a turf care professional, meet your business and environmental goals.
A BRIEF OVERVIEW: Gas and LPG vs. Clean Diesel engines

Gasoline, LPG and diesel engines all function based on the principle of internal combustion, but there is a distinctive difference. Gasoline and LPG engines use a spark-ignition system to ignite an air/fuel mixture, while a diesel engine uses the compression stroke to heat and compress air, then injects the fuel mixture into the hot environment, where it ignites spontaneously without the assistance of a spark.

This difference is important, as diesel engines must produce compression ratios as high as 25:1, compared to a typical compression ratio of 10:1 or 11:1 in its gasoline/LPG counterparts. This higher compression ratio not only allows the diesel engine to generate more power than comparable gasoline engines, but also requires that diesel engines be stronger, heavier and able to withstand greater internal stress than spark-ignition engines.

When comparing gasoline, LPG and diesel engines with similar displacements, the diesel engine will initially cost more because of its heavier construction; however, the better fuel economy, lower cost of maintenance and longer life cycle can far outweigh the initial acquisition cost.

SO WHICH FUEL IS SUPERIOR?

Comparing fuel types requires comparing several factors that impact mower performance, such as power, cost efficiency and convenience. In addition, side-by-side comparisons of emission rates must be included to make an informed decision. In taking a broader approach to evaluating each fuel, the overall advantages become clear, making it easier to determine which fuel type provides the most benefits.
The first measure of the viability of available fuel choices for riding mowers today is the energy output of each fuel, which directly reflects the amount of work a mower can do. Measured in British Thermal Units (BTUs), defined as the amount of heat (energy) that is required to raise the temperature of 1 pound of water by 1 degree Fahrenheit, we will use gasoline as the standard energy measurement against which we can measure diesel and LPG.

Gasoline delivers, on average, 114,100 BTUs per gallon. The quantity of diesel or LPG required to match gasoline’s BTU content is called a Gasoline Gallon Equivalent (GGE). Using GGE as a base, it is easy to determine that it takes 0.88 gallon of diesel and 1.35 gallons of LPG to match the energy found in one gallon of gasoline. To put it simply, it requires more fuel to do the same work! (Fig. 1)

Fuel prices are volatile and can change drastically over time. Yet, we can still make cost comparisons for each fuel. Using the GGE data shown previously, cost comparisons to purchase equivalent BTUs of each fuel can be made by taking the highest BTU fuel – diesel – and adjusting the average national fuel prices for each fuel to match the energy found in a gallon of diesel. (Fig. 2)

While pump prices for gasoline and LPG may be lower than diesel, the consumption rates vary differently for the same displacement and horsepower mower engines. The gasoline engine burns on average 1.65 GPH, LPG 1.80 GPH and diesel only 1.0 GPH. So not only does a gasoline- or LPG-powered mower require more fuel to do the same work, it uses more fuel per hour than diesel. The results are more frequent fuel stops and reduced productivity. In a 1,000-hour mowing season, the gasoline mower will use 650 more gallons, and the LPG mower 800 more gallons than a diesel mower.

By considering these converging factors, diesel still provides the most power per dollar, despite a slightly higher price per gallon at the pump.1

In addition, diesel engines adjust their air-to-fuel ratio depending on how hard they are working. In conditions where the diesel engine is running under a small load or idling, it consumes very little fuel, with an air-fuel ratio of 60:1 versus a constant average of 14.7:1 in gasoline engines. (Fig. 3)

---

CONVENIENCE

When it comes to choosing a fuel option for a riding mower, consideration must be given to the operating issues, fuel availability and storage that impact their use.

While gasoline prices are currently low, operators should bear in mind that utilizing gasoline for power equipment requires careful attention to ethanol content. According to most engine manufacturers, fuels containing more than 10 percent ethanol can damage or destroy outdoor power equipment, including lawn mowers. As such, they recommend regular gasoline, which typically contains about 10 percent ethanol.

Unfortunately, many consumers do not have a detailed understanding of the various grades of gasoline available. Multiple choices at the pump, such as E15, E20, E30 and E85, can be confusing for those refueling. Consumer surveys conducted by the Outdoor Power Equipment Institute (OPEI) indicated that less 47 percent of Americans admitted to checking the fuel pump for warning labels or ethanol content in their gasoline. According to Kris Kiser, president and CEO of the OPEI, efforts by the Federal Trade Commission didn’t go far enough to educate consumers about ethanol blended gasoline."}

In addition, because the lower percentage of ethanol tends to make regular gasoline slightly more expensive than more ethanol rich fuels, perceived cost savings can be misleading.

Gasoline and diesel fuels have a well-established infrastructure. According to the National Petroleum News’ Market Facts 2012 (as cited in NACS, 2013), there were 156,065 retail gasoline outlets in the United States in 2012. Additionally, the U.S. Bureau of the Census (as cited in NACS, 2013) stated 52.1 percent of all retail fuel outlets offered diesel in 2007, translating into more than 81,000 retail diesel outlets in the United States in 2012. Furthermore, thousands of stations provide tax-free, off-road diesel for applications such as farming and mowing. The U.S Department of Energy, Alternative & Advanced Vehicles Data Center (as cited in NACS, 2013) reported 2,464 retail propane refueling stations as of March 27, 2012. Given that number, LPG availability was just over 1.5 percent of gasoline outlets, making diesel fuel nearly 33 times more available than LPG.

LPG technology is most commonly found in fleet usage where fuel storage facilities can be installed and maintained to fuel the vehicles. These facilities are often not accessible to the average contract mower or homeowner, who must find refueling facilities or install their own. Unfortunately, the costs involved in installing such facilities and obtaining the necessary employee certifications and permits eliminate this option for most operators.

Yet, the drawbacks to LPG don’t end there. While conversion from gasoline to LPG is relatively inexpensive and uncomplicated, carrying fuel onboard the mower has several disadvantages, as well. Fuel tanks for LPG require heavier construction than traditional gasoline or diesel tanks due to the need to store the gaseous fuel under pressure. This extra weight is often placed high on the power unit, raising the unit’s overall center of gravity, which can change the mower’s handling characteristics on uneven or rolling terrain. (Fig. 5) Plus, the additional weight of the tank reduces fuel economy, puts more load on the transmission, and requires more power from the engine, leaving less power to mow heavier grass.

---

**Figure 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retail Outlets in the U.S. by Fuel Type</th>
<th>Number of Outlets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline (regular)</td>
<td>156,065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel #2</td>
<td>81,309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane (LPG)</td>
<td>2,465</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 5**

Lower Center of Gravity (LCG)

Grasshopper MaxTorque™ Diesel
Fuel tank under the seat lowers the center of gravity.

Competitors’ LPG Models
LPG tanks placed higher on the power unit raises the center of gravity.

---

* Using the 2007 diesel percentage.
EMISSIONS

All internal combustion engines produce carbon dioxide (CO₂), carbon monoxide (CO), unburned hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) emissions, as well as particulate matter, that impact air quality. In fact, hydrocarbon emissions during the summer months have prompted many local governments to declare ozone action days that prohibit mowing activities during the heat of the day when air quality is expected to be poor. As such, emissions become a greater issue, and one that can significantly impact operations and revenues.

While it is true that older diesel engines traditionally emitted significant amounts of particulate matter – or soot – into the air, Clean Diesel technology has eliminated 99 percent of black carbon diesel emissions since 2004. This is true for both highway vehicles and off-road vehicles such as lawnmowers.

![Figure 6](image-url)

**Emissions Reduction/Hour**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gasoline</th>
<th>MaxTorque™ Clean Diesel</th>
<th>Propane</th>
<th>MaxTorque™ Clean Diesel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carbon Dioxide (CO₂)†</strong></td>
<td>33.21 lbs/hr</td>
<td>22.82 lbs/hr</td>
<td>22.55 lbs/hr</td>
<td>22.82 lbs/hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hydrocarbons + Oxides of Nitrogen</strong> (HC+NOx)</td>
<td>364 g/hr</td>
<td>213 g/hr</td>
<td>277 g/hr</td>
<td>213 g/hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carbon Monoxide</strong> (CO)</td>
<td>15,506 g/hr</td>
<td>76 g/hr</td>
<td>13,326 g/hr</td>
<td>76 g/hr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† EPA Climate Registry Default Emissions Factors, April, 2016
* CARB 2016 Engine Certifications. Based on 13.5 kWhrs required per hour of mowing in average conditions

In 2014 and 2015, the American Lung Association, in its annual State of the Air Report, identified Clean Diesel fleets as one of the main two contributors to helping the nation achieve cleaner air and meet national ambient air quality standards.

**CLEAN DIESEL:** The clear winner

When power, cost efficiency, convenience and emissions are considered, a pattern emerges. Clean Diesel provides more power, greater overall cost efficiency and convenience than gasoline or LPG. And, when emissions are factored into the equation, Clean Diesel becomes even more attractive as a means of maximizing performance and productivity while minimizing emissions.
Having established diesel as the most powerful and efficient fuel, it is important to note that diesel’s benefits must be channeled correctly to provide the superior performance landscape professionals rely on in their day-to-day operations.

With more than 30 years of experience harnessing diesel power in True ZeroTurn™ equipment, “diesel done right” with Grasshopper provides exceptional advantages in fuel economy, performance and long service life.

Grasshopper incorporates only heavy-duty, compact diesel engines that are compliant with California Air Resources Board (CARB) and EPA Tier 4 Final emissions standards into the design of its MaxTorque™ diesel mowers. The result is a smooth, quiet-running, nimble workhorse that is light on turf and heavy on torque – allowing users to maintain a higher blade tip speed, even under the most demanding conditions.

So why is torque so important? To understand, it’s best to start with a comparison of horsepower and torque.
IT’S ALL ABOUT TORQUE

Most people tend to compare engines by horsepower, a measurement defined as the amount of work that an engine produces. One horsepower is used to define the amount of work necessary to lift 33,000 pounds one foot in one minute. So, under ideal conditions, the horsepower of a gasoline and a diesel engine would be similar.

Yet equal horsepower does not necessarily mean equal power. Horsepower sells engines, but torque moves the mower. The rotational or twisting force around an axis is called torque. It is a measurement of how hard a motor can twist an output shaft at any given time. In other words, torque is the ability of the engine to do work and horsepower is the rate at which it can do work. The more torque your engine produces the more work your mower can do.

Looking at the performance curves of gasoline and diesel engines with comparable horsepower ratings, you will see that the diesel engine produces higher torque at lower revolutions per minute (RPM) settings. This results in lower fuel consumption while the engine does more work. (Fig. 7)

Mowing wet or heavy grass places a higher torque load on the engine. When the load exceeds the engine’s present torque output, the governor opens the throttle, burning more fuel to maintain the same RPM. Because the diesel engine produces higher torque at lower RPMs, it will maintain optimum blade tip speed without consuming additional fuel. This enables it to deliver a clean, quality cut at faster ground speeds thereby increasing operating productivity and controlling operating costs.

Coupled with the fact that diesel fuel contains 15 percent more energy than gasoline, the higher compression ratios found in diesel engines enable them extract more power from the fuel. The benefits from this higher torque are greater performance and improved efficiency.

Figure 7

Comparative Engine Performance Curves

>> TORQUE VS. HORSEPOWER: A COMPARISON

When comparing a 24.5 hp Kawasaki FD711D gasoline engine and a 24.8 hp Kubota D1105-E3B diesel engine, it becomes evident that, even though maximum horsepower is relatively equivalent, torque can vary greatly.
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MAXTORQUE™ DIESEL MOWERS

Despite Clean Diesel’s many benefits, not all diesel designs are created equal. While many manufacturers see diesel and gasoline engines as interchangeable and utilize the same chassis and drive train configuration for both, Grasshopper MaxTorque™ diesel mowers are uniquely designed to channel diesel’s additional power more efficiently to the cutting deck.

Yet, when it comes to efficiency, the engine is only part of the equation. Grasshopper designs each mower to isolate the engine and drive train from the operator platform and chassis to create a low-vibration power unit that provides a comfortable ride and more precise control at faster mowing speeds.

This delicate balance of power, performance, comfort and precision control is uncommon among other diesel mowers. Many manufacturers incorporate aluminum block diesel designs into mowing products, which don’t hold up as well to the engine’s internal pressure and force. Others pack too much weight and bulk into the engine cavity, which reduces fuel economy, maneuverability and performance.

By channeling the power of diesel into a power unit specifically designed to maximize its benefits, Grasshopper MaxTorque™ diesel mowers deliver powerful performance that increases productivity and reduces fuel consumption while minimizing operating costs.

MORE POWER TO FINISH FASTER

In mowing conditions that require plenty of power, such as wet or tall grass, pastures or roadsides, MaxTorque™ diesel mowers take full advantage of diesel’s exemplary power to complete jobs up to 50 percent faster than like-powered gasoline or propane models.

This additional power allows mowing contractors to get more work done in less time, powering through the toughest of jobs at faster speeds while minimizing fuel use and maintenance. As a result, they can be more productive, add more customers without additional equipment or personnel, and enjoy increased profitability.
GREATER SAVINGS ON FUEL

With an expertly engineered, diesel-powered machine such as a Grasshopper MaxTorque™ diesel mower, powerful performance is only the beginning.

Controlled mowing tests found that Grasshopper MaxTorque™ diesel mowers use only half the amount of fuel as equal-powered gasoline models. What’s more, feedback from customers using Grasshopper diesel mowers in real-life mowing conditions verify these controlled findings.

In the course of 1,000 hours, operators can save 650 gallons or more of fuel using diesel-powered Grasshopper mowers versus competitive gasoline mowers of similar power. These fuel savings are even greater when compared to propane.

Even though fuel prices rise and fall, saving 650 gallons over the course of 1,000 hours, which represents approximately one mowing season, can mean a significant savings in fuel costs over gasoline or other fuels.

“"We save roughly 1.25 gallons of fuel per hour per machine with diesel, which translates to more than $13,000 in fuel savings every year.’’

CHRIS SHIPP, Owner
Shipp Shape Lawn Service
Sylvesta, GA

“We run all diesel engines, and we can run all day long without refueling. There are times I don’t even bother fueling it up in the morning, because I know I can run two days on one tank.”

MIKE STEWART, JR.
President, Stewcare, Inc.
Delaware, OH

FEWER EMISSIONS

Grasshopper MaxTorque™ Clean Diesel mowers are easy on the environment, too, proving superior to equal-powered gasoline or LPG engines. In fact, certification results from CARB indicate that LP-fueled engines emit drastically higher levels of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and carbon monoxide (CO) than comparable clean diesel engines. (Fig. 6, Page 6)

It is important to note that the same diesel engine used for testing by the CARB is also used to power Grasshopper MaxTorque™ diesel mowers. Although it is significantly larger and more powerful than the closest comparable gasoline models, it emits less non-methane hydrocarbon, less oxides of nitrogen and less carbon monoxide than the smaller gasoline and LP engines tested.

Powerful MaxTorque™ diesel engines can power through the toughest of jobs while minimizing fuel use and maintenance. The fuel-injected diesel engines are powerful and agile enough for any job, big or small, and are CARB- and Tier 4 Final emissions-compliant to minimize environmental impact.

Liquid-cooled, 3-cylinder MaxTorque™ engines are also compatible with B5 diesel, which means that up to five percent of the diesel fuel mix can be from biodiesel – a non-petroleum, renewable resource.

Biodiesel fuel can be produced from a variety of natural crops, including algae, rapeseed, soybean, mustard, flax, sunflower, canola, palm oil, hemp, jatropha and waste vegetable oil.

So not only do Grasshopper MaxTorque™ diesel mowers allow you to complete mowing jobs faster using less fuel, but fossil-fuel consumption can also be reduced by an additional five percent with B5 fuel blends.

OVERALL PERFORMANCE

Grasshopper True ZeroTurn™ mowers have earned a reputation for delivering outstanding performance, superior operator comfort and a better quality cut wherever they mow. Our MaxTorque™ diesel mowers are no exception, harnessing all the benefits of diesel power while maintaining the smooth ride, intuitive control and unparalleled cut quality for which Grasshoppers are famous – all while delivering faster mowing speeds that enhance productivity.

Yet the true measure of any mower is the return on investment it provides to its owner. When considering the true cost of ownership of a Grasshopper MaxTorque™ diesel mower, its advantages become even clearer.
SUCCESSFUL CONTRACTORS AND FLEET MANAGERS must take into consideration long-term revenues and costs versus short-term “bargains” that result in higher operating costs and lower productivity. Understanding the long-term savings a mower can deliver throughout its life cycle is also critical in making an informed decision.

Grasshopper MaxTorque™ diesel mowers deliver savings in five primary areas:

- Fuel savings
- Additional revenue potential
- Engine life expectancy
- Maintenance and labor savings
- Trade-in value

ADDITIONAL REVENUE POTENTIAL

Savings and revenue result from faster job completion times and more billable hours. Grasshopper MaxTorque™ diesel models can complete tough mowing jobs faster – up to 50% faster in some cases – adding up to 250 additional billable hours in a normal mowing season compared to a propane-powered mowers.

Every diesel mower you operate could generate an additional $10,000 of income per year based on an average of $40/hr x 250 hours a year.

MAINTENANCE & LABOR SAVINGS

Diesel models require less maintenance, since they have no spark plugs or spark plug wires to replace, and because they use less fuel there is less time spent at the pump. Calculate the savings from the operator spending only half as much time filling the fuel tank – up to 90 fewer trips to the gas station each year (based on tank size).

ENGINE LIFE EXPECTANCY

The long service life of liquid-cooled diesel models versus air-cooled gas models results in greater return on investment. It’s not uncommon for liquid-cooled, 3-cylinder MaxTorque™ diesel engines to provide twice the service life of an air-cooled, V-Twin engine. If the air-cooled model has to be replaced twice as often, factor in the cost of purchasing two air-cooled engines for each Grasshopper diesel model.

FUEL SAVINGS EXAMPLE

Based on diesel fuel prices at $2.42 per gallon as of July 7, 2016, diesel savings can be significant over the course of one mowing season, saving 650 gallons, or $1,358, over gasoline and $1,198 over LPG. Combining purchase price and fuel usage, MaxTorque™ diesel models can result in more than $2,500 in savings over LPG in the first three years and lead to long-term savings resulting from better fuel economy and lower fuel costs. (Fig. 8)

Grasshopper MaxTorque™ diesel mowers deliver savings in five primary areas:

- Fuel savings
- Additional revenue potential
- Engine life expectancy
- Maintenance and labor savings
- Trade-in value

Figure 8

Three-Year True Cost of Ownership and Operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel Type</th>
<th>Gasoline</th>
<th>Propane</th>
<th>Diesel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Grasshopper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase Price</td>
<td>$9,700.00</td>
<td>$9,700.00</td>
<td>$12,200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Conversion Kit</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$1,500.00</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Purchase Price</td>
<td>$9,700.00</td>
<td>$11,200.00</td>
<td>$12,200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Consumption (Gallons/Hr)</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Cost Per Gallon</td>
<td>$2.29</td>
<td>$2.01</td>
<td>$2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Cost Per Hour</td>
<td>$3.78</td>
<td>$3.62</td>
<td>$2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Cost Per Month</td>
<td>$314.86</td>
<td>$301.49</td>
<td>$201.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Cost Per Year</td>
<td>$3,778.35</td>
<td>$3,617.86</td>
<td>$2,419.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase Price + Fuel Usage</td>
<td>$13,478.00</td>
<td>$14,818.00</td>
<td>$14,620.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st year true cost of ownership</td>
<td>$13,478.00</td>
<td>$14,818.00</td>
<td>$14,620.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd year true cost of ownership</td>
<td>$17,257.00</td>
<td>$18,436.00</td>
<td>$17,040.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd year true cost of ownership</td>
<td>$21,035.00</td>
<td>$22,054.00</td>
<td>$19,460.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-Year Savings (versus LPG)</td>
<td>$1,019.00</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$2,594.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures used in this chart are based on mowers equipped with 61-inch decks mowing under normal conditions with an annual usage of 1,000 hours. The purchase price of the propane model includes the additional cost of a conversion kit. Average national fuel prices as of July 7, 2016 as referenced on page 4.

Check out our Fuel Expense & Emissions Calculator at: http://www.grasshoppermower.com/fuel-calculator/ for a real time example of the potential fuel savings in your area by switching to diesel power.

“I purchased my Grasshopper 928D new in 1999, and it’s still going strong after more than 8,500 hours. I’ll probably get to 10,000 hours before I think about retiring it.”

PRESTON HALL, Owner
Sgt. Preston’s Lawn Care
Shelbyville, KY

“I got just shy of 14,000 hours out of my first Grasshopper diesel mower. Over 12 years, that averages out to less than $1 per hour to use it, so it paid for itself and more in that time.”

FRANKLIN TEETER, Owner
Snake Hill Nursery
Pomona Park, FL
Beyond the cost of ownership, a Grasshopper MaxTorque™ diesel mower is a solid long-term investment that lays the foundation for future equipment purchases. Another significant advantage of MaxTorque™ diesel models lies in their trade-in value. (Fig. 9) Commercial operators traditionally cycle out air-cooled machines at two- to three-year intervals, while the equipment still retains nominal value for less demanding applications. Air-cooled riders, such as stand-on mowers, that have been modified from gas power to run on LPG, have virtually no aftermarket value. MaxTorque™ diesel models, on the other hand, can double or triple the useful life cycle, allowing the owner to reap greater rewards at trade-in time or continue reaping return on investment by keeping the unit in service for more years.

Choosing clean MaxTorque™ diesel power as an alternative fuel to LP or CNG can save over $4,000 in cost of operation and can boost revenue up to $23,403 over three years. When trade-in value is included at the end of three years, the overall return on investment from a Grasshopper MaxTorque™ diesel mower can total nearly 200 percent. (Fig. 10)

Grasshopper MaxTorque™ diesel mowers are designed to unleash the power of diesel, offering superior performance and fuel economy, enhanced productivity and reduced emissions in one package. Grasshopper diesel is “diesel done right,” harnessing diesel’s strengths as an alternative fuel in a way that provides more cost-effective and powerful performance in virtually any application.